Computational investigation of fullerene-DNA interactions: Implications of fullerene's size and functionalization on DNA structure and binding energetics.
DNA is the building block of life, as it carries the biological information controlling development, function and reproduction of all organisms. However, its central role in storing and transferring genetic information can be severely hindered by molecules with structure altering abilities. Fullerenes are nanoparticles that find a broad spectrum of uses, but their toxicological effects on living organisms upon exposure remain unclear. The present study examines the interactions of a diverse array of fullerenes with DNA, by means of Molecular Dynamics and MM-PBSA methodologies, with special focus on structural deformations that may hint toxicity implications. Our results show that pristine and hydroxylated fullerenes have no unwinding effects upon DNA structure, with the latter displaying binding preference to the DNA major groove, achieved by both direct formation of hydrogen bonds and water molecule mediation. Fluorinated derivatives are capable of penetrating DNA structure, forming intercalative complexes with high binding affinities.